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Distance Learning
Student Work Packet
Grade 4 – Revolution & Independence
ELA: Week 1
Unit Overview: You have learned about why American colonists wanted independence from
Great Britain and read about the major events of the mid-1770s that caused conflict and led to
war between the American colonies and Great Britain.
Distance Learning Summary: In this distance learning unit, you will look specifically at how
women contributed to the fight for independence. In the next three weeks, you will engage
with texts to investigate and write about the following line of inquiry:
How did women contribute to the fight for independence,
and how should they be remembered?
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Day One
Accessing Prior Knowledge and Asking Big Questions
Objective: Today you will read a narrative text to begin research on your narrative writing topic.
Directions: Read or act out the play titled Daughters of Liberty: Spinning for Liberty.
Before Reading:
£ Jot down what you already know about the American Revolution. List anything you may already know about
how women contributed to the American Revolution.
£ Use the 5 W’s to ask clarifying questions about how women supported the cause for freedom leading up to the
American Revolution. Be sure to consider the focus question below when asking your own questions about the
topic.
Focus Question: Leading up to the American Revolution, how did women support the cause for freedom?
Exploring My Prior Knowledge: What do I already know about this topic?
I know that the American Revolution…

Q1:

Q3
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Asking Questions: What do I want to know about this topic?
Q2:

Q4

Question Stem Bank
5 W’s and How Question Words

What, Where, When, Why, Who, How
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Directions: During reading, pay attention to the important details that tell you what the text is mainly about.
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Day Two
Reading Closely by Annotating the Text
Objective: Today you will reread and annotate the play titled Daughters of Liberty: Spinning for Liberty to identify key
details.
Directions: Reread Daughters of Liberty: Spinning for Liberty and use the annotation key below to mark up the text.
During Reding:

£ Be sure to look for evidence that supports you in answering the questions you created on Day One.
£ Look for evidence in each text that will help you answer the focus question for the week:
Focus Question: Leading up to the American Revolution, how did women support the cause for freedom?

Annotation Key
Underline the major points.

Circle any keywords or phrases that are confusing or unknown.
? (Question Mark) shows questions that you have during the
reading. Write the question in the margin.

Margin Notes show clarifying statements in the margins.
SY2019- 2020
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Day Three
Answering Questions
Objective: Today you will begin to use and organize your notes gathered from reading and rereading Daughters of Liberty: Spinning for Liberty to
answer questions about the text.
Directions:
£ Using evidence from the text, answer the questions you asked on Day One.
£ List other interesting facts you learned from reading Daughters of Liberty: Spinning for Liberty.
£ Summarize what you have learned from Daughters of Liberty: Spinning for Liberty about how women contributed to the fight for independence
leading up to the American Revolution.

Inquiry Chart
Questions
from
Day One
Q1:

Q2:
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Evidence from The Daughters of Liberty: Spinning for Liberty
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Q3:

Q4:

Other
Interesting
Facts
Summary
of What
I’ve
Learned
This play is
mainly
about…
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Day Four

Planning Your Project

Objective: Today you will use the details gathered in your notes to begin planning your project.
Directions:
£ Take a look at each product choice and the examples below the choice menu.
£ Choose and cirlce the one product you wish to complete.

Product
Choices

Narrative Writing Product Menu
Create a comic strip that shows how
Write a short story telling how
women, like the Daughters of
women like the Daughters of Liberty
Liberty, supported the cause for
supported the cause for freedom.
freedom.

Write a diary entry from the point
of view of one of the Daughters of
Liberty explaining how she
supported the cause for freedom.

Go to the next page to continuing planning and organizing your project.
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Day Four

Planning Your Project

Directions:
£ Complete the notecatcher below to support you with identifying the evidence you will use to complete your
task.
£ Using the evidence you have gathered, fill out either the multi-paragraph outline OR the graphic organizer
provided on the next 2 pages.
£ Be sure to:
£ Write your thesis/claim statement
£ Plan your introduction
£ Plan your two main ideas
£ Plan your conclusion

Guiding Questions
What is your product
task asking you to do?
Which evidence from
the text will you use?

Note-Catcher
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(Option A) Multiple-Paragraph Outline
Name:

Date:

Topic:
Thesis/Claim Statement:

Main Idea
Introduction
(Be sure to
include your
thesis/claim
statement)

¶1

¶2

Details
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Conclusion
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(Option B) Graphic Organizer
Introduction

Thesis/Claim - Write an opinion statement about an important idea related to your task.

Supporting Idea 1
Topic Sentence

Evidence

Supporting Idea 2
Topic Sentence

Evidence

Conclusion

Restate the thesis/claim.
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Day 5

Drafting and Publishing Your Final Project

Objective: Today you will prepare and present your project using your notes gathered over the course of the week.
Directions:
£ Draft your final project using the lined paper provided or your own materials found at home.
£ Use the checklist found below to edit and revise your work.
£ Publish your final project by presenting it to a friend or a family member.

Fourth Grade Narrative Writing Rubric
Purpose: Narrative
I used descriptive details so readers can visualize my story.
I used dialogue, sensory details, and/or feelings to show how characters respond.
Elaboration (Written Expression)
I used descriptive details to tell actions, dialogues, thoughts, and feelings.
I showed why characters did what they did by including their thinking.
I used precise details, sensory details, and figurative language to bring my story to life.
Organization (Written Expression)
I used story elements, including a narrator and/or characters.
I sequenced my story in logical order.
I used transition words/phrases, such as, just then, suddenly, after awhile, to help the reader
understand how much time went by.
I used paragraphs to separate different parts of the story.
I provided a conclusion to my story using action, dialogue, or a feeling.
Language/Conventions
I used capitalization, punctuation, and correct spelling.
I wrote sentences that vary in length and structure, using commas to make them clear and correct.
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You have successfully completed your project!
*For additional opportunities to extend your learning see the list of enrichment opportunities below.

*Enrichment Opportunities
Additional Reading & Writing Opportunities
•
•
•

After you read the play, act it out!
Interview a courageous woman in your life. Learn more about what she has done to contribute to her
community and how she wants to be remembered.
Choose another project from the product menu to complete.

Technology Enhanced Options (Including Website Links)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visit TrueFlix at the DC Public Library website to watch a video, read a book online, and explore topics like
the American Revolution at https://www.dclibrary.org/trueflix.
Make a free BrainPOP trial account to watch a movie, play games, and learn more about the American
Revolution at https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/causesoftheamericanrevolution/.
Watch a PBS Kids Video about Women’s History Month at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVrvMJWrJlk.
Visit the American History Museum website to learn more about “Great Women of Our Past” at
https://amhistory.si.edu/ourstory/activities/women/.
Visit National Geographic for Kids online to learn more about Women’s History Month at
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/history/womens-history-month/.
Listen to a free audiobook about a hero from the American Revolution in the Dear America series by
searching “Dear America” at the DC Public Library website here:
https://dclibrary.overdrive.com/library/kids/collection/1034144.

Grade 4 Math
Learning Packet
Week 1
Name _____________________
1200 First Street, NE | Washington, DC 20002
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Dear Students and Families,
We hope you are safe and healthy while you are out of school and learning from home! In
math, you will be reviewing, applying, and extending content from the school year.
This week you will be focused on understanding how place value is used to read, write, and
round multi-digit numbers. The table below outlines how you might organize completing your
math work for the week.
Day

Activity

Time

One

Fluency (5 minutes); Task (20 minutes); Closing
(5 minutes) pgs. 3-4
Fluency (5 minutes); Task (20 minutes); Closing
(5 minutes) pgs. 5-6
Fluency (5 minutes); Task (20 minutes); Closing
(5 minutes) pgs. 7-10
Fluency (5 minutes); Task (20 minutes); Closing
(5 minutes) pgs. 11-13
Fluency (5 minutes); Task (20 minutes); Closing
(5 minutes) pgs.14-16

30 minutes

Two
Three
Four
Five

30 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes

If you need additional support with completing the activities, please use the following links:
• Number and Operations (Base Ten) videos. Multiplication is about demonstrating how
to multiply a whole number of up to four digits by a one-digit whole number, and
multiply two two-digit numbers and using strategies based on place value and the
properties of operations. Division focus on finding whole-number quotients and
remainders with up to four-digit dividends and one-digit divisors, using strategies based
on place value, the properties of operations, and/or the relationship between
multiplication and division. Division- https://tinyurl.com/CCSS4NBT6
Multiplication-https://tinyurl.com/CCSSMultiply
• Khan Academy is a free resource that will provide additional practice and instructional
video lesson by standards. https://www.khanacademy.org/commoncore/grade-4-NBT
• Eureka Math Parent Tips This document provide alignment to the curriculum that is
being used in DCPS. Take a look at the key takeaways from the lessons students
previously learned. Eureka Math Parent Tips- https://tinyurl.com/EurekaParentsDCPS
Key questions you might want to explore this week is:
How are multiplication and addition alike?
How are subtraction and division related?
How does understanding patterns, sequences, and functions help us to solve problems.
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Week 1, Day 1
Learning Targets
•

I can round numbers to the nearest 1,000.
• I can illustrate the place value relationship between thousands and millions

Daily Fluency (5 minutes)
Look at the four equations. Select the equation that doesn’t belong. Explain why that equation
doesn’t belong.
Equation:

Explanation:

Daily Task (20 minutes)
Task A
The tick marks on the number line are evenly spaced. Label them.

Plot the following numbers on the number line.
85

940
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Round each number to the nearest 1000. Explain how you can tell which thousand each
number will round to by looking at the number line.

Number
85
940
2,316
5,090
7,784

Rounded to Nearest 1000

Task B
There are almost 40 thousand fourth graders in Mississippi and almost 400 thousand fourth
graders in Texas. There are almost 4 million fourth graders in the United States.
We write 4 million as 4,000,000. How many times more fourth graders are there in Texas than
in Mississippi?
How many times more fourth graders are there in the United States than in Texas?

Use the approximate populations listed above to solve.
There are about 4 thousand fourth graders in Washington, D.C. How many times more fourth
graders are there in the United States than in Washington, D.C.?

Daily Closing (5 minutes)
Write a two-dollar (or more) summary of the lesson. Each word is worth 10 cents.
For example, “the lesson is about” (total of 40 cents)
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Week 1, Day 2

Learning Targets
•
•

I can read and write multi-digit whole numbers using base-ten numerals and number
names.
I can compare multi-digit numbers using the symbols >, <, and =.

Daily Fluency (5 minutes)
Look at the four numbers. Try to think of 1 or more reasons each number doesn’t belong with
the others.
The 9 doesn’t belong
because

The 16 doesn’t belong
because

The 25 doesn’t belong
because

The 43 doesn’t belong
because

Daily Tasks (20 minutes)
Directions: Read each task carefully and follow the directions. Make sure you write an
explanation and show your work.
Task A
a. Arrange these numbers in increasing order, beginning with the least. Explain how
2,400

4,002
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b. Arrange these numbers in decreasing order, beginning with the least.
1,470

847

710

1,024

147

Task B
Aisha and Dave play the same computer game and compare their highest score each morning.
Today, Aisha said that she scored thirty thousand twenty-five points, and Dave said he scored
thirty thousand two hundred five points.
Write a number sentence using one of the symbols, >, <, or = to correctly compare Aisha’s and
Dave’s number of points. Explain your thinking.

Task C
a. Use each of the digits 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 exactly once to create two different five-digit
numbers.

b. Write each number on the line and compare the two numbers by using the symbols < or
>.
c. Write the correct symbol in the circle.
d. _______________________
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Week 1, Day 3
Day Three
• I will round numbers to the nearest 1,000 using a number line.
Daily Fluency (5 minutes)
Complete the following activity by using mental math. Identify the value of the circle, square, and
pentagon.

Daily Tasks (20 Minutes)
Directions: Read each task carefully and follow the directions. Make sure you write an explanation
and show your work.
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Task A
a. The number 8,263 lies between 8,260 and 8,270 on the number line. Label all the other tick
marks between 8,260 and 8,270. Is 8,263 closest to 8,260 or 8,270 on the number line?

b. Which hundred is 8,263 nearest to on the number line? Plot 8,200 and 8,300 on the two
outermost spots on the number line below. Then plot 8,263 to prove your answer.

c. Which thousand is 8,263 nearest to on the number line? Plot 8,000 and 9,000 on the two
outermost spots on the number line below. Then plot 8,263 to prove your answer.
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Task B
The tick marks on the number line are evenly spaced. Label them.

Plot the following numbers on the number line:
85
940
2,316
5,090
7,784

Round each number to the nearest 1000. Explain how you can tell which thousand each number
will round to by looking at the number line.
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Task C
a. 2,801 rounded to the nearest hundred is _________________________.
b. 42,810 rounded to the nearest hundred is _________________________.
c. 142,891 rounded to the nearest hundred is _________________________.
d. 6,269 rounded to the nearest thousand is _________________________.
e. 39,599 rounded to the nearest thousand is _________________________.

Daily Closing (5 minutes)
Write a 1 – 2 minutes commercial to use at home when asked, “Describe your math lesson today?”
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Week 1, Day 4
Learning Target
•
•

I can multiply whole numbers using a variety of strategies.
I can prove my calculations are correct using equations and area models.

Daily Fluency (5 minutes)
Find the path to the top of the maze. Draw a circle around the problems if the answer is 59.
Hint! Start at the bottom row and work your way to the top row.
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Daily Tasks (20 Minutes)
Directions: Read each task carefully and follow the directions. Make sure you write an explanation
and show your work.
Task A
A teacher buys 8 packs of orange erasers and 6 packs of blue erasers for his classroom. There are
24 orange erasers in a pack and 28 blue erasers in a pack. What is the total number of erasers the
teacher buys for the classroom?

_________________ erasers

Write and an equation and draw an area model to justify your answer.

Task B
A tree farmer planted 3 types of trees on 22 acres of land. He planted 48 trees per acre. What was
the total number of trees the farmer planted?
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Task C
Fill in the blanks in the following equations.

5 × 10 = _________

________ × 5 = 500

5,000 = ________ × 1000

100 × 18 = ________

________ = 10 × 32

4,800 = ________ × 100

Daily Closing (5 minutes)
What takeaways from the lesson will be important to know three years from now? Why?
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Week 1, Day 5
Learning Target
•
•

I can explain the relationship between multiplication and division using equations and area
models.
I can find whole-number quotients and remainders using a variety of strategies.

Daily Fluency (5 minutes)
In three minutes, complete as many as possible by finding the mid-point. Discuss your findings by
using the statement, “the mid-point is…”
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Daily Tasks (20 Minutes)
Directions: Read each task carefully and follow the directions. Make sure you write an explanation
and show your work.
Task A
Jillian say, I know that 20 times 7 is 140 and if I take away 2 sevens that leaves 126. So 126 ÷ 7 = 18.

a.

Is Jillian's calculation correct? Explain.

b.

Draw a model showing Jillian's reasoning.

c.

Use Jillian's method to find 222 ÷ 6.
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Task B
The workers at Cameron’s flower shop are putting 1,323 flowers into the vases for a party. Each
vase holds exactly 8 flowers. What is the total number of vases the workers can fill completely?
Show your work.

Task C
Zach filled 581 one-liter bottles with apple cider. He distributed the bottles to 4 stores. Each store
received the same number of bottles. How many liter bottles did each of the stores receive?
Were there any bottles left over? If so, how many? Show your work by creating a model.

Daily Closing (5 minutes)
DJ Summary
Write what you’ve learned in the form of a favorite song.
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4th grade U.S. History: Declaration of Independence

Why do Countries Declare
Independence?

Second Continental Congress, The Declaration of Independence, 1776. © istock / © lawcain.
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4th grade U.S. History: Declaration of Independence

Why Do Countries Declare Independence?
Directions and
Overview

Standards

This inquiry asks why countries declare their independence. As an
important early step in the process of becoming independent, a
declaration of independence is like an argument for why people should
be free. This inquiry focuses on the argument made in the United States
Declaration of Independence.
4.10: Students describe the people and events associated with the development of the U.S.
Constitution.

Supporting Question 1
What are the two big philosophical
ideas in the Declaration of
Independence?

Supporting Question 2
What grievances did the colonists
have with King George III?

Daily Sources and Tasks
Day
1

2

Task/Source

How does the Declaration of
Independence make an argument for
independence?

Daily Sources and Tasks
Day

Task/Source

3

Read Source B and
rewrite each grievance
in your own words.
Then, pick the top 3
most severe, and label
those #1-3.

Read Source A (Preamble) and
answer “First Read” questions.
Read Source A (Preamble) and
summarize two big ideas from
Part 1 of the Declaration of
Independence.

Supporting Question 3

Daily Sources and Tasks
Day

Task/Source

4

Read Source C and rewrite
the argument made by the
colonists in Part 3 of the
Declaration of Indepedence.

ARGUMENT: Why do countries declare independence? Construct an
Performance argumentative paragraph that addresses the compelling question. Be sure to
Task
use specific claims and relevant evidence from historical sources.
EXTENSION Create a comic strip that adapts the argument for why countries
(Day 6)
declare independence.

2

Week
Week 1

Day
1
2
3

Week 2
4
Week 3

5
6

Tasks
Read Source A (Preamble) and answer “First Read” questions
Read Source A (Preamble) and summarize two big ideas from Part 1 of the
Declaration of Independence
Read Source B and rewrite each grievance in your own words. Then, pick the
top 10 most severe, then label those #1-10.
Read Source C and rewrite the argument made by the colonists in the Part 3 of
the Declaration of Independence
Draft your argumentative paragraph.
If time allows, complete the extension.

Page Numbers
4-6
7
8-10
11-12
13
13
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Supporting Question 1 – Day 1-2
Directions
Featured Source

Read the source below and circle words that support why this
document was written. Also, answer the “First Read” Questions as you
read each section.
Source A: Second Continental Congress, part 1 of the Declaration of Independence, “Preamble,”
July 4, 1776

Before you read…
What does it mean to “declare” something?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
What are the colonists who wrote this document “declaring”?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Why do you think this document was written, based on its title?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Part 1:
The following is the first part of the
Declaration of Independence, known
more widely as the Preamble.

When in the course of human events,
it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the political bands which
have connected them with another,
and to assume among the powers of
the earth, the separate and equal
station to which the Laws of Nature
and of Nature’s God entitle them, a
decent respect to the opinions of
mankind requires that they should
declare the causes which impel them
to the separation.

Vocabulary

Bands:
connections

First Read Question: What’s the main idea
mentioned in this section of text?
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Impel: to
force

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Explanation: This first sentence says that if you are going to change your government you have to say why.
We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain inalienable rights,
that among these are life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness.

Self-evident:
obvious
Endowed:
given
Inalienable:
undeniable

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Explanation: This sentence describes the first big philosophical idea—natural rights. Natural rights mean
that “all men are created equal.” Natural rights are “inalienable,” which means they cannot be taken away.
Those rights include “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”
That to secure these rights,
Deriving:
_________________________________________
governments are instituted among
originating
men, deriving their just powers from
_________________________________________
the consent of the governed. That
whenever any form of government
_________________________________________
becomes destructive of these ends, it
is the right of the people to alter or
_________________________________________
abolish it, and to institute new
5

government, laying its foundation on
such principles and organizing its
powers in such form, as to them shall
seem most likely to effect their safety
and happiness.

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Explanation: This sentence describes the first big philosophical idea—natural rights. Natural rights mean
that “all men are created equal.” Natural rights are “inalienable,” which means they cannot be taken away.
Those rights include “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that
governments long established should
not be changed for light and transient
causes; and accordingly all experience
hath shown, that mankind are more
disposed to suffer, while evils are
sufferable, than to right themselves by
abolishing the forms to which they are
accustomed.

Prudence:
caution
Transient:
short-lived
Hath: have

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Explanation: These sentences describe the second big philosophical idea—natural sovereignty. Natural
sovereignty means governments get power from citizens. When governments do not protect people, it is
“the right of the people” to change governments.
But when a long train of abuses and
Usurpations:
usurpations, pursuing invariably the
taking
_________________________________________
same object evinces a design to reduce property or
them under absolute despotism, it is
power by
_________________________________________
their right, it is their duty, to throw off force
such government, and to provide new
_________________________________________
guards for their future security.
Invariably:
always
_________________________________________
Evinces:
shows
_________________________________________
Depotism:
absolute
power

_________________________________________

Explanation: This sentence explains that sometimes government gets so bad that it has to be changed.

6

Such has been the patient sufferance
of these Colonies; and such is now the
necessity which constrains them to
alter their former systems of
government. The history of the
present King of Great Britain is a
history of repeated injuries and
usurpations, all having in direct object
the establishment of an absolute
tyranny over these States. To prove
this, let facts be submitted to a candid
world.

Sufferance:
tolerance
Tyranny:
bullying
Candid:
honest

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

This sentence explains that the colonists have put up with a lot. It also says that they are being forced to
change their government. The word “constrains” means forced in this sentence. The last two sentences
introduce the next section of the Declaration of Independence, which is about the things the king did
wrong. “Absolute tyranny” means the king wanted total control.

Part 2: Day 2
Reread the Preamble. Write a summary below of the main ideas of the text and describe
how this connects to the compelling question, “Why do countries declare independence?”
Summary of main ideas in th text

How does this connect to the compelling question?

________________________________________________

____________________________________________

________________________________________________

____________________________________________

________________________________________________

____________________________________________

________________________________________________

____________________________________________

________________________________________________

____________________________________________

________________________________________________

____________________________________________

_________________________________________________

____________________________________________
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Grade 4 Science: Week 1
Dear Students and Families,
We hope you are safe and healthy while you are out of school and learning from home! In science, you will be reviewing, applying, and extending
content from first semester. This week you will be focused on the topic Plant and Animal Parts from Unit 1: Organism Structures and Behavior. The
activities described below should be spread out throughout the week, but you can decide how best to organize your work. We recommend that you
spend 20 minutes each day working on the Mission Log and Action Plan and 20 minutes per day working on activities that extend science learning and
reinforces math/literacy skills and practices. Screenshots of handouts are included here, while full page versions of handouts are located at the end of
the packet.

Part 1: Mission Briefing (Review)
During the first part of the week, you will review content from each of topic in the unit and apply it to a mission.
a. Read the Mission Briefing below:
Your city has gotten approval to build a new zoo. The city knows that they must make this zoo different from other zoos in order to attract
people. They have asked you to design a zoo that is organized by animals with the best sense receptors and to describe how having those
sense receptors helps animals survive. They would also like you to design a scavenger hunt for students who go on field trips to the zoo.
b. Review and complete the activities on the following student worksheets:
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Science Independent Learning

Part 2: Mission Log (Explanation)
After you complete the Part 1, you should move on to the Mission Log (below). The Mission Log summarizes what you should know and invites you to
record your science knowledge. Questions are included to guide your work.
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Science Independent Learning

Part 3: Math Connections (Extension)
In order to add some variety to your work, you will also complete the selected Math Connections activity below:
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Plant and Animal Parts
A penguin swims through icy, cold waters. It has
special tightly packed feathers that are layered like
shingles on a roof. These feathers keep out cold water
and keep in the penguin’s body heat. The penguin
also has special eyes with lenses that help it see
above and below the water. Its flippers help it swim
through the water, and its feet help it steer as it swims.

Being able to stay warm, see well, and swim quickly
helps the penguin find food and avoid predators.
What are some other characteristics that help animals
survive in their environment? Look at the organisms
below and think about how their structures help them
survive.

predator – an animal that
hunts and eats other
animals

How do external structures help animals survive in their environment?
A penguin’s strong flippers are an external structure. External means “on the outside,”
or something you can see.
Look at the frog in the picture. What external structures do
you see? It has large back legs that help it jump far. Its
skin keeps out water and bacteria. The frog’s skin color
matches the colors of his environment. This helps it blend
in with its surroundings. The frog has large eyes to be
able to see predators. All these structures are on the
outside of the frog. They help the frog survive in its
environment.
1

Plant and Animal Parts
Animals have a variety of external structures that help them survive.
Here are a few examples:
• Bird beaks — Birds use their beaks to collect and eat food.
A bird’s beak is adapted to the type of food it eats. Beaks
come in all shapes and sizes. For example, a hawk has a
sharp, curved beak to tear its food into small pieces. A
hummingbird has a long, thin beak to reach into flowers
and suck up nectar. A pelican has a long beak with a pouch
to scoop fish out of the water.
• Feet — Animals have many different types of feet. Ducks,
as well as other birds that swim, have webbed feet. If
you’ve ever worn flippers while swimming, you understand
the advantages of webbed feet. Thin flaps of skin connect a
duck’s front toes. This webbing helps the duck swim
through the water. Other animals have very different feet,
such as horses and cows. They have solid hooves for
walking on hard ground and fighting predators.
Look at the picture on the right. It shows a
bird that lives in a cold, snowy place. What
are some external structures that allow this
bird to survive? Do you think this bird could
survive in a hot, dry, sandy desert? Explain.

Organisms cannot choose their structures. For
example, an animal living in a cold environment
cannot just choose to grow thick fur. Animals that
have the structures needed to survive pass these
structures to their young. What structures did this
mother zebra pass to her baby?
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Plant and Animal Parts
How do internal structures help animals survive in their environment?
Living things have structures that you cannot see.
They are called internal structures.
The lungs in an animal help it breathe. They take in
oxygen and get rid of carbon dioxide. The body
needs oxygen to survive.
The heart in all animals helps blood flow through the
body. When blood flows through the body, it carries
oxygen and other nutrients to every part of the body.
All animals have a stomach. The stomach helps
animals digest food and get nutrients to their bodies.
Have you ever heard your stomach make noises
after you eat? That is the sound of your body
digesting and taking energy from your food!
These structures work inside the body to help
animals survive and thrive.

Some animals have unique internal adaptations!
Bony fish have a special internal organ called a
swim bladder that help them float and stay at the
depth they want in the water.

Did you know that cows have four stomachs? Two of
the stomachs are used when the cow first eats, and the
other two are used later in the digestive process.

3

Plant and Animal Parts
Plants have internal and external structures, too.
Leaves
Leaves come in many shapes and sizes, but
they all have one purpose. Leaves capture
sunlight and make food for the plant!
Flowers and Fruit
Many plants have flowers. Flowers are where
the plant creates new seeds that can grow into
new plants! Some plants’ flowers turn into fruit.
The fruit holds the seeds and protects them
until they have a chance to grow.
Roots
The roots of the plant help absorb water and nutrients from the soil. They also help
the plant stay in place!
Stem
The stem holds the plant up. There are tiny tubes in the stem that carry water and
nutrients from place to place within the plant.

Plants that live in dry and hot climates, such as the cactus, have thick, waxy leaves
and stems. The wax prevents water from leaving the plant. This activity demonstrates
how wax protects a plant leaf. You will need:
●
●
●

Two small pieces of white construction or notebook paper
A bowl of water
A crayon

1.

Draw on both sides of one piece of paper with the crayon. Try to cover as much
of the surface as you can, leaving none of the paper showing.
Leave the other piece of paper exactly as it is.
Put both pieces of paper into the bowl of water. Observe what happens to the
pieces of paper as they touch the water. Did water soak into both pieces?
Crayons are made from wax. How did this activity model how wax protects plant
leaves from losing water?

2.
3.
4.

4

Bundle 1: Organism Structures and Behavior

Mission Log
Anchoring Phenomena
How can we group animals by their best sense receptors and describe how those sense
receptors help the animals survive?

Mission Briefing
Your city has gotten approval to build a new zoo. The city knows that they must make this zoo
different from other zoos in order to attract people. They have asked you to design a zoo that
is organized by animals with the best sense receptors and to describe how having those
sense receptors helps animals survive. They would also like you to design a scavenger hunt
for students who go on field trips to the zoo.

●
●
●

What are an animal’s structures that are used for sense receptors?
What is the function of the sense receptors?
Which sense receptors and their functions can be grouped together?

1

Bundle 1: Organism Structures and Behavior

Class Mission Log
Connection to Mission

Information Gained
Plant and Animal Parts
What is the function of the internal and external
structures on plants and animals?

Plant and Animal Parts
Group animals that would be found in a zoo together by
similar structures that serve the same function.
Growth

Protection

Behavior

Reproduction

What are some examples of how plant and animal
structures help animals grow, survive, behave, and
reproduce?

2

Bundle 1: Organism Structures and Behavior

Class Mission Log
Connection to Mission

Information Gained
Sense Receptors
What are an animal’s sense receptors?

Sense Receptors
Group animals together that have certain excellent sense
receptors.
Vision

Hearing

How might animals use these sense receptors to
survive?

Taste

What role does the brain play?

Touch

Smell
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Plant and Animal Parts (B)

Look at the picture of the eagle in the rectangle.
Use what you see to help you answer questions 1–2.

1. Explain why you cannot draw a line of symmetry in this picture.
________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
2. How would the picture need to change so that you could draw a line of
symmetry? (Hint: Which way would the eagle need to be facing?)
________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
3. Show all the lines of symmetry in a square by drawing 1 line of symmetry on
each square.

1

Plant and Animal Parts (B)

4. Line segment A in the picture below is a line of symmetry. Complete the picture
of the fox across the line of symmetry. What part of the fox do you think is
important for hunting mice under the snow in winter?

5. Line segment B in the picture below is a line of symmetry. Complete the picture
of the fern across the line of symmetry. Where in the forest might you find fern
plants? (Hint: look at the type of leaves that it has.)

2

Entropy Cornerstone (3-5)
Week 1: Obscured Art

A. Create or position an everyday item (vase, stapler, etc.) on a table so that it is obscured, fully or
nearly fully. (Potential ways to obscure the object: cover some or all of the object with paper,
carboard, painter’s tape, water, Play Doh, or another substance to change the texture/sheen;
use overly dim or bright lighting; move it under furniture or in some other place where you can’t
get close to observe; etc.). Examine the ‘obscured’ item by walking around it. How does covering
the work change what you see of the art? Explain your thoughts and write them in your artwork
log below.
B. After discussing and writing about the obscured object, draw the object in the artwork log.

Week 1.A: Obscured Art- Write about the obscured art and how that changed the art/item.

1

Entropy Cornerstone (3-5)
Week 1.B: Obscured Art- Draw the obscured art/item.

2

Entropy Cornerstone (3-5)
Week 2: Things Fall Apart
View a clip from Andy Goldsworthy’s “River and Tides” film:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7sZv4_0Fxg. Notice how at 1 minute, 43 seconds into the clip, you
see Goldsworthy creating a piece of art out of branches that subsequently collapses. Discuss and write:
what is your reaction to this work? How is this creation different from other types of art?

Week 2: Write an opinion of the artwork made out of branches that then collapses.
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Entropy Cornerstone (3-5)
Week 3: Nature Walk

After considering the work and materials used by artists like Robert Smithson, take a nature walk with
an adult. Look for signs of art, both natural and manmade. Consider walking through areas both full of
nature (perhaps your yard, a garden, or local park) and areas that are almost completely manmade.
How does the presence of nature or natural objects change the feeling of a space? Allow for periodic
stops so that you can document the experience through observational drawing, note taking, and/or
photography. Pay attention to shape, color, texture, and how all five senses are affected by the
presence or absence of nature.

Week 3: Reflection- Think about the experience and the impact of nature on an
environment/space. What natural interventions could be made in some of the spaces that
appear primarily manmade? How did the space make you feel? What changes would you
make to the space?
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Entropy Cornerstone (3-5)
Week 4: Final Project

As a final project, create a collaborative earthwork that demonstrates an understanding of site-specific
art and open the door to observe changes in the work over time. Choose a site outside if possible.
(Inside is an option if needed).
Develop a plan for the work and then document the changes in the work over the days following
installation through observational drawing and writing about the changes due to wind, rain and other
natural consequences. (For projects inside, you can facilitate man made wind or rain and observe the
consequences). Use photos and/or drawings as documentation.
Write a final explanation of decisions made to build the art, where it was placed, observations along the
way, and final observations.
You should be able to explain:
● Why you chose the site in which the work was installed
● Why you chose to use the materials included
● How you imagine your work will change over time
● How your work does change over time due to weather and/or material choices
Week 4: Create art out of nature or found object, observe how it changes over time.
Write and draw your plan for the artwork. Include materials, choice of location, and initial thoughts
about what changes will happen to the item based on natural occurrences of weather.
The Plan:
Drawing:
Materials-

Placement-

Hypothesis of change due to weather-

5

Entropy Cornerstone (3-5)
Written Observations:

Drawings:

Day 1-

Day 2-

Day 3-

Day 4-
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Name:
Grade:

Date:

MUSIC MAKING WITH DAILY OBJECTS
(Grade PK – 2/ 3 - 5)

Week 1 - Task 1

Search for Sounds
What can you hear when you are sitting at home?
Can you identify some sounds?
How many types of sounds can you find in your
home?
Please make notes of the sounds you find below:

pg. 1

Name:
Grade:

Date:

MUSIC MAKING WITH DAILY OBJECTS
(Grade PK – 2/ 3 - 5)
Week 1 - Task 2

Explore & Create Sounds
How many types of sound can you CREATE with the
objects around you?
Can you create at least 5 different sound?
Please make notes of the sounds you create below:

pg. 2

Name:
Grade:

Date:

MUSIC MAKING WITH DAILY OBJECTS
(Grade PK – 2/ 3 - 5)
Week 2 - Task 1

Create Sounds with Beats
With the sounds you found and create in the
previous activity, make a beat!
If you have learned rhythms at school, can you
re-create some of them?
How many different patterns can you create with
different objects?
Describe the beats you create below
(Fast, slow, loud, soft, high, low):

pg. 3

Name:
Grade:

Date:

MUSIC MAKING WITH DAILY OBJECTS
(Grade PK – 2/ 3 - 5)
Week 2 - Task 2

Make Homemade Music Instruments
Work with your guardians to make a homemade music
instrument with the objects in your house.
Don’t forget to decorate your instrument!

What did you make? Draw a picture of your instrument:
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Name:
Grade:

Date:

MUSIC MAKING WITH DAILY OBJECTS
(Grade PK – 2/ 3 - 5)
Week 3 - Task 1

Make Music with Kitchenware
Option 1:
Water Glasses
(If you have no access to water glasses, please see option 2)

With the help of your guardians, learn about
resonance and make water glass music with glasses and
water. A wine glass resonates at a specific pitch or
note. You can change the pitch that you hear
by adjusting the amount of water in the glass. You can
even use the vibrations to move an object!

Can you make sound with the
glasses?
pg. 5

Name:
Grade:

Date:

MUSIC MAKING WITH DAILY OBJECTS
(Grade PK – 2/ 3 - 5)
Week 3 - Task 1

Make Music with Kitchenware
Option 2:
Bowls or other kitchenware
Experiment with the bowls or pots with different
levels of water.You can use a metal fork or chopsticks
to play it like a percussion instrument or drum.
Explore different ways that you can make sound with
different objects and try to create different pitches!

Can you make music with different kitchenware?
pg. 6

Name:
Grade:

Date:

MUSIC MAKING WITH DAILY OBJECTS
(Grade PK – 2/ 3 - 5)
Week 3 - Task 2

Concert Time!
You can put together a performance with your
family with all the sounds you learned how to
create, with the homemade instrument you made,
and with the beats you create. Show time!
What is your concert experience like?
Feel free to draw or write it down.

pg. 7

Name:
Grade:

Date:

MUSIC MAKING WITH DAILY OBJECTS
(Grade PK – 2/ 3 - 5)

You've finished this unit!
Good job!

Turn in your assignment!
Submit a photo of DIY instrument or a video of
your performance to your teacher
(1) via email (ask your parents to help)
or (2) bring your DIY instrument to your teacher
when school resumes.
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(name of your school)

_____________________________________________________
(your name)

Dear Students & Families,
This project is an opportunity to practice key concepts and vocabulary from your World Language class.
Students can complete the project at their own pace over the span of a few weeks.
Assignment:
Your class is getting a new student who is fluent in the language you are learning in your World
Language class, but speaks very little English. Your job is to help them get oriented to their new school
and community. Create a short graphic novel that helps them understand what a typical school day
looks like, and places they should visit in your community.
Suggested Pacing:
Week 1: Plan your graphic novel on page 3. Use pages 11-14 as resource.
Week 2: Create a first draft of your graphic novel on pages 4-6 (or create your own template). Use
page 3 as resource.
Week 3: Create your final draft of the graphic novel on pages 7-10 (or create your own template).
Expectations:
Your graphic novel should demonstrate the following:
Communicate information on very familiar topics using a variety of words, phrases, and
sentences that have been practiced and memorized;
Use a minimum of 10 vocabulary words and/or phrases in target language;
Use drawings to support your ideas.
Optional Extension Activities:
Additional web-based practice opportunities included on page 15 (technology required).
Creativity is encouraged!
Sincerely,
The DCPS World Language Team

This assignment is based on the following World Langauge Standards:
• JI.1.3 Identify people and objects based on visual cues, props and prompts.
• JIP.2.4 Describe self, others and objects in the immediate environment.
• JP.2.2 Reproduce short memorized phrases for classroom activities and beyond.
District of Columbia Public Schools

World Language Grades 3-5
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WEEK 1: PLAN The first step in creating a short graphic novel to orient a new student to your school
and community is to plan what information you want to include. Use the graphic organizer below to
help you plan.
Imagine you are starting school in a different
country where you don’t speak the language.
What would you want to know about the school
day?
Your notes below can be in English
Example: daily schedule is math, science,
lunch… Wednesday we have art, Tuesday PE…

Where should they visit in the community? Who
would you want them to meet?
Your notes below can be in English
Example: library open on Satuday, next to
the big playground

District of Columbia Public Schools

What words and phrases you can use in the target
language to convey this information? Use the
Vocabulary Flashcards on pages 11-13 as a
resource.
Your notes below should be in the World Language
you are studying

What words and phrases you can use in the target
language to convey this information?
Your notes below should be in the World Language
you are studying
Use the Vocabulary Flashcards on pages 14 as a
resource.

World Language Grades 3-5

3

WEEK 2: DRAFT Using a pencil, your notes on page 3, and the template below, map out your grapic
novel. This is intended to be a rough draft. If you prefer, you can create your own template!

District of Columbia Public Schools

World Language Grades 3-5
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World Language Grades 3-5
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WEEK 3: FINALIZE Create the final project! You can either revise your draft from previous pages, or
create a final draft using the templates below or using your own template. If desired, add color!
Remember, your final project should:
Use a variety of words, phrases, and sentences
Use a minimum of 10 vocabulary words and/or phrases in target language
Use drawings to support ideas

District of Columbia Public Schools

World Language Grades 3-5
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cafeteria
Chinese: 自助餐廳 (zìzhù canting)
French: cafétéria
Spanish: cafetería
David R. Frazier / Photo Researchers / Universal Images Group Rights
Managed / For Education Use Only

playground
Chinese: 操場 (cāochǎng)
French: terrain de jeux
Spanish: patio de recreo
NORIYUKI KATAYAMA / SEBUN PHOTO / amanaimages / Universal
Images Group Rights Managed / For Education Use Only

library
Chinese: 圖書館 (túshū guǎn)
French: bibliothèque
Spanish: biblioteca
Lawrence Migdale / Photo Researchers / Universal Images Group Rights
Managed / For Education Use Only

health room
Chinese: 医务室 (yīwù shì)
French: infirmerie
Spanish: enfermería
Superstock / Universal Images Group Rights Managed / For Education
Use Only

District of Columbia Public Schools

World Language Grades 3-5
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office
Chinese: 办公室 (bàngōngshì)
French: bureau
Spanish: oficina
Edmund Sumner / View Pictures/ Universal Images Group Rights
Managed / For Education Use Only

gymnasium
Chinese: 健身房 (jiànshēnfáng)
French: gymnase
Spanish: gimnasio
Anthony Weller / View Pictures/ Universal Images Group Rights
Managed / For Education Use Only

classroom
Chinese: 課堂 (kètáng)
French: salle de cours
Spanish: salón de clases
SHIGEKI FUJIWARA / SEBUN PHOTO / amanaimages / Universal Images
Group Rights Managed / For Education Use Only
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mother; baby girl; sister
Chinese:

母親; 女嬰; 妹妹
(mǔqīn; nǚ yīng; mèimei)

French: mère; petite fille; sœur
Spanish: madre; bebita; hermana
father; baby boy; brother
Chinese:

父亲; 男婴; 哥哥
(fùqīn; nán yīng gēgē)

French: père; bébé garçon; frère
FAYE NORMAN / SCIENCE PHOTO LIBRARY / Universal Images Group
Rights Managed / For Education Use Only

Spanish: padre; bebé; hermano
grandmother; aunt
Chinese: 祖母; 姑妈
(zǔmǔ; gūmā)
French: grand-mère; tante

Rolf Bruderer / Blend / Learning Pictures / Universal Images Group
Rights Managed / For Education Use Only

Spanish: abuela; tía
grandfather; uncle
Chinese:

祖父; 叔叔
(zǔfù; shūshu)

French: grand-père; oncle
Spanish: abuelo; tío
cousins
Chinese:

表亲 (biǎoqīn)

French: les cousins
Spanish: primos/primas
District of Columbia Public Schools

World Language Grades 3-5
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grocery store; cashier
Chinese:

杂货店; 出纳员
(záhuò diàn; chūnà yuan)

French: épicerie; la caissière
Andersen Ross / Blend / Learning Pictures / Universal Images Group
Rights Managed / For Education Use Only

Spanish: tienda; cajero

library; librarian
Chinese: 图书馆; 馆员
(túshū guǎn; guǎn yuan)
Andersen Ross / Blend / Learning Pictures / Universal Images Group
Rights Managed / For Education Use Only

French: bibliothèque; bibliothécaire
Spanish: biblioteca; bibliotecario
restaurant; waitress
Chinese:

餐厅; 女服务员

(cāntīng; nǚ fúwùyuán)
French: restaurant; serveuse
Jeffrey Greenberg / Photo Researchers / Universal Images Group Rights
Managed / For Education Use Only

Spanish: restaurante; camarera
park; playground
Chinese: 公园; 操场
(gōngyuán; cāochǎng)
French: parc; terrain de jeux
Spanish: parque; patio de recreo

District of Columbia Public Schools

World Language Grades 3-5
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https://try.explorebrainpop.com/pruebabrainpop

https://try.explorebrainpop.com/essayezbrainpop

Free trial available to access lessons
about a range of topics in Spanish.

Free trial available to access lessons
about a range of topics in French.

Free language-learning website and
mobile app with multiple languages
available including Chinese, French and
Spanish.
www.duolingo.com
Families can sign up for a free one
month trial and get access to leveled
books in Chinese, French and Spanish.
www.getepic.com

District of Columbia Public Schools
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Activity Log 3-5

Subject: Physical Education
Title: Activity Log
Grade: PE
Standards
Demonstrates the knowledge and skills to achieve and maintain a health-enhancing level of
physical activity and fitness

3

Essential Question
How can I stay physically active for at least 60 minutes a day when I don’t have school?

Rationale
It is important for students to be active for at least 60 minutes a day not only to improve physical
health, but also improved thinking, learning and judgement skills.

Tasks
Engage in physical activity for at least 60 minutes per day and choose someone to be your
activity buddy.
1. Log the activity by filling in the heart according to the amount of physical activity you do each
day. 15 minutes=1/4 filled, 30 minutes=1/2 filled 45 minutes=3/4 filled 1 hour= fully filled
2. Reflect on the muscles you use when participating in these activities. Write at least a one
paragraph essay describing your weekly physical activities, and make connections to the health
related benefits, and your muscular and skeletal system usage.
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7-Day Physical Activity Log
Day 1, Activities:

Day 2, Activities:

Day 3, Activities:

Day 4, Activities:

Day 5, Activities:

Day 6, Activities:

Day 7, Activities:

Activity Log Essay
Directions: Write at least a one paragraph essay describing your weekly physical activities, while making
connections to the health-related benefits, and your muscular and skeletal system usage.

Emergency Preparedness

Subject: Health Education
Title: Emergency Preparedness
Grade: 3-5
Standards
1, 3

Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion and disease prevention to
enhance health
Students will demonstrate the ability to access valid information and products and services to
enhance health

Essential Question
How can I ensure my family is prepared for the COVID-19 virus outbreak?

Rationale
It is important that families that are quarantined have food, supplies and stay as healthy as possible in
order to optimize your immune system in order to fight off sickness and disease.

Tasks
Create a plan for your family to have well balanced meals and access to hygienic supplies for a two-week
period.
1. Inventory your family’s hygiene supplies like soap, toilet paper and laundry detergent.
2. Inventory your family’s vegetables and fruits and determine their shelf life
3. Log your family’s food intake for one day.
4. Estimate how much soap, toilet paper and laundry detergent that your family uses in one week
and create a list of necessary supplies to reduce the spread of germs
5. Create a meal plan for two-weeks and ensure that your meals are well-balanced with green,
orange and yellow vegetables, protein, whole grains and fruits.
6. Share with your family your plan and the importance of practicing good hygiene habits and eating
a well-balanced diet
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Emergency Preparedness

Date

Item
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